
Write a 
poem 
about 
your 
best 

road trip 
memory, 
but end 

in a 
place 
you’ve 
never 
been 

before.

GREAT
The year we lived in our car,
there were clouds above us
like mountains
that did not weigh anything.

—Malena Mörling, How wondrous strange it was at 
tHat MoMent to Be in tHe FlesH

morning: we left two hours before light,
whittled down miles of pitch dirt 
pathways.

the vw’s white nose crept through 
dawn—
we hit the highway, old engine 
humming,

horizons rose blood-orange around us

leaving Bell, FL

there is no path to happiness

happiness is the path
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trail mix •
hand pies •

jerky •
red bull •

popped corn •
boiled peanuts •

sour gummies •
luna bars •

nicotine gum* •
coffee+donut •
string cheese •

• fast car 
• hit the road jack

• parking lot

• road to nowhere

• let me ride

• going back to cali

• daylight

• against the wind

• drive slow

• ticket to ride

• born to run

match the road trip snack to the 
road trip song for a delightful travel 

treat sensory combo

*adults only

Dear Reader,

Have you ever been consumed by, as 
Stephen Dobyns describes in the poem 
How To Like It, “the desire to get in a 
car and just keep driving”? We all, in 
ways vast and tiny, grapple with the 
nomadic urge to travel in peace—we 
want to be everywhere at once, to 
feel the rush of new landscapes and 
the freedom of not-knowing-where-to-
go. I don’t know if there’s wisdom in 
movement, but the road grants us joy 
and calm and long stretches of silence. 
I hope the pages herein leave you with 
more awe at this gorgeous world.

Love,
Brendan

P.S. If you also enjoy meandering 
correspondence with people you only 
kind of know, you are welcome to email 
me anytime at brendanwalshpoetry@
gmail.com.
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the great american poetry crawlis a poetry tour and road trip taken by brendan walsh in the summer of 2019 to connect and celebrate independent literary communities
thank you to every writer, reader, bookstore, coffeshop, and so on and so forth who was a part of this experience

road trip

MAD LIBS

When was the last time you went 

_______ to _______? Can you 

still _______ the _______ that 

_______ you? Time is _______ 

out—embrace your inner _______ 

and, as _______ would say, 

"_______ bravely into the great 

unknown!" 

place adverb

gerund

sense verb

verb

noun

past tense verb

animal
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